As of today, June 1, Serbia has fully opened its borders with BiH, Montenegro, Albania, North Macedonia, Bulgaria and Greece.
**BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA**

**Gradiška:**
- No vehicles waiting on BiH exit.
- 2 vehicles on BiH entry, no big delays.
- No jams at the customs terminal Gradiška.

**Rača:**
- No vehicles on BiH entry.
- 10 vehicles on BiH exit, no long delays.
- 15 vehicles at the terminal that are waiting for veterinary or phytosanitary checks.

The Council of Ministers of Bosnia and Herzegovina has decided to open the borders of BiH with Croatia, Serbia and Montenegro, without restrictions or special conditions. Foreign citizens can enter BiH only for business purposes (an invitation from a legal entity) and with a negative corona test result that is 48-hours old. The airports in Sarajevo, Tuzla and Mostar are open for international traffic with certain protocols set in place.

**CROATIA**

- **Bregana and Macelj** border crossings: no delays on entry and exit.
- **Bajakovo** border crossing: no delays on entry and waiting time on exit is 2 hours.
- **Županja** border crossing: waiting time on entry is 30 minutes and on exit there are no delays.

On the A1 motorway Zagreb–Split–Ploče the traffic is suspended today from 8 am till 6 pm, between Ploče junction and Karamatići paytoll in direction Dubrovnik. Roadworks in progress between Jastrebarsko and Karlovac junctions, direction Dubrovnik there is one-lane traffic only, between Maslenica and Posedarje junctions (249-500 km) there is also one-lane traffic, direction Dubrovnik. On the A1 Zagreb–Split–Ploče motorway, between Bristovac and Čelinka tunnels in direction Dubrovnik one lane is free only with 60 km/h speed limit.

On A3 Zagreb detour road, due to roadworks at Sava bridge, after the Ivanja Reka junction, direction Bregana, the lanes are reduced in each direction (driving speed limit of 40 km/h). Traffic is suspended till June 9, in both directions A3 Bregana–Lipovac motorway, at the entrance of Velika Kopanica junction, detour: Sredanci and Babina Greda junctions; Due to roadworks on the motorway at Goričan, traffic is diverted to Goričan junction and detour towards old Goričan border crossing (detour Goričan junction ŽC2026–DC3-old Goričan border crossing).

At Gunja border crossing, there is a traffic ban on freight vehicles and buses (the bridge is not stable).

On the following link you can find traffic updates on Croatian roads and border crossings:
https://www.hak.hr/info/stanje-na-cestama/#granicni-prijelazi
SLOVENIA

SLO-CRO border crossing:
• Obrežje: waiting time on entry is up to 30 minutes and there are no delays on exit.
• Starod Kozina: waiting time on entry is 45 minutes and there are no delays on exit.

ITA-SLO border crossing:
• As of April 19, arranging freight vehicle convoys is no longer required to enter CRO at Obrežje border crossing nor travelling in convoys through CRO. Subsequently, the Slovenian police has stopped arranging convoys at checkpoints with Italy (Fernetti and Italy).

SLO-HUN border crossing:
• An agreement has been reached regarding the passengers crossing SLO-HUN borders. It is the second country after Croatia, where SLO borders are fully open.

SLO-AUT border crossing:
• The truck flow is normal, but on entry, they need to have full fuel tanks and must not stop anywhere in Austria.

There is a 2.5 km long waiting line on Štajerska motorway at the resting area Zima, direction Ljubljana.
There is a 500 m long waiting line at the border crossing Šentilj, direction Austria.
Traffic congestion on Ljubljana-Tržin road.
Due to Golovec tunnel reconstruction there are usual delays, Adriatic expressway will be closed on Thursday night between 9pm till 5am, from Semedel access to Izol.
As of June 1, the freight vehicle restrictions on Sundays and holidays are back on for trucks whose weight exceeds 7.5 tons.

When crossing the border, all drivers need to have on them a Permit for working in the international transport – this document is used as a proof and no quarantine is needed in that case.
As from this weekend, a 14-day quarantine has been reintroduced for all passengers returning to SLO from countries that are still characterized by poor epidemiological status (Serbia) with the exception of drivers with permits. All other cases are to be handled individually.
A new regulation applies to the return of drivers from Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina to Slovenia: all those who have not been out of Slovenia for more than 14 days do not have to be quarantined upon returning (the condition is that the driver has a place of residency in SLO). Additionally, it is no longer possible to transit only with authorization to another state to get a truck – more on the link https://www.uradni-list.si/glasiло-uradni-list-rs/vsebina/2020-01-1031/odlok-o-odrejanju-in-izvajanju-ukrepov-povezanih-s-preprecevanjem-sirjenja-covid-19-na-mejnih-prehodih-na-zunanji-meji-in-na-kontrolnih-tockah-na-notranjih-mejah-republike-slovenije
Regarding passenger vehicles, as of May 20, Slovenia has opened its traffic to Croatian citizens with no restrictions.

On the following link you can find traffic updates on Slovenian roads and border crossings: https://www.promet.si/portal/sl/razmere.aspx

On the following link you can find a map with all the “green lanes “ in Europe. https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/green-lanes.pdf
The Government of Montenegro has announced that the National Coordination Body for the Suppression of Infectious Disease has decided that from June 1, foreigners will be allowed to enter Montenegro without quarantine and self-isolation if the rate of active cases of COVID-19 is less than 25 per 100,000 inhabitants in the country of which the foreigner is resident of. Also, the NCB has decided that Montenegro shall open its borders with the neighbouring countries.

Dobrakovo (MNE) – Gostun (SRB) border crossing:
• 17 vehicles waiting on entry, waiting time 2.5 hours. 5 trucks waiting on exit, waiting time is 1 hour.
• TCG is dispatched regularly, upon arrival to the border crossing, the trucks are dispatched immediately.
• There is no quarantine, Bosnian and foreign drivers are given written instructions to regularly contact epidemiologists

Ilino brdo – Klobuk border crossing from Bosnia:
• 5 trucks waiting on entry, waiting time 40 minutes. There are no delays on exit.
• During the 08.00-12.00 working hours, waiting time is 1.5 hour. After that period, waiting time is 30 minutes. Customs procedures are performed as HGVs arrive on border crossing.
• No quarantine.
Debeli Brijeg (MNE) – Karasović (HR) border crossing:
• 5 vehicles waiting on entry, waiting time 1 hour. There are no delays on exit.
• There is no separate line for vehicles in transit and they are in the waiting line with the rest of the trucks. However, transit vehicles are given written instructions on deadline to exit Montenegro.
• No quarantine.

Božaj (MNE) – Hani i Hotit (AL) Border crossing:
• 4 vehicles waiting on entry, waiting time 1 hour. 1 truck waiting on exit, waiting time 15 minutes.
• There is no separate line for vehicles in transit and they are in the waiting line with the rest of the trucks. However, transit vehicles are given written instructions on deadline to exit Montenegro.
• No quarantine.

On the following link you can find additional traffic updates: https://amscg.org

ALBANIA

• H. Hotit (MNE): waiting time on entry is 3 hours (29 vehicles), waiting time on exit is 1 hour (4 vehicles).
• Durres (ITA): waiting time on entry is 4 hours (30 vehicles), no vehicles on exit, the next ferryboat leaves at Friday 5 pm.
• Morine (XK): waiting time on entry is 1 hour (6 vehicles), waiting time on exit is 3 hours (25 vehicles).
• Q.Thane (MKD): 18 vehicles waiting on entry, waiting time on exit is 1 hour (5 vehicles).
• Kapshtice: waiting time on entry is 1 hour (16 vehicles), waiting time on exit is 1.5 hour (13 vehicles).
• Kakavia: waiting time on entry is 30 minutes (2 vehicles), waiting time on exit is 1 hour (9 vehicles).
• No convoys.
• There is no quarantine for drivers.

Until June 1, 2020, restrictions for passengers crossing the border will remain the same which means that they can cross only with a permit or resident visa. As of June 6, there will be regular passenger traffic flow for foreigners. Additionally, people going from Serbia to Albania, and back through Macedonia, are required a 72-hour old PCR test or an announcement coming from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. As of June 1, there are no movement restrictions and quarantine is lifted.
AT – DE (source https://www.asfinag.at/verkehr/reisezeiten/):
• Lindau – no delays.
• Kiefersfelden – no delays.
• Pocking/Suben and Bad Reichenhall/Walserberg – no delays.

DE – DK
• Padborg – no delays.

DE – PL (different sources)
• A4 bei Görlitz – from DE towards PL, no delays.
• Olszyna on highway A15 from the Cottbus – no delays.
• A12 from Germany towards Polish Slubnice – no delays.
• A11 from Germany towards Polish Kolbaskowo – no delays.

DE – CZ
• Waidhaus/Rozvadov – no delays.
• Dresden – no delays.

FR – DE
• From France to Germany, from Roppenheima and D4 freeway towards A5 access – no delays.
• Lauterburg from FR to A9 towards Germany – no delays.
• L98 from France to Offenburg – no delays.
• Highway 28 at Kehl crossing – no delays.
• Entry from France from highway A36 to A5 in Germany – no delays.

DE – CH
• Rheinfelden: no delays.
• Koblenz; no delays.
• Thayngen: from DE towards CH, waiting time 30 minutes.
• Weil am Rhein: On CH entry, waiting time up to 45 minutes. In the opposite direction it is 30 minutes.

Checks will remain at the borders with CH, FR and AT. The plan is for them to be fully opened from 15.06.

If you want this report sent directly to your inbox, please send an email at milsped.tim@milsed.com